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Monthly Digest
In his illuminating article on the International
Years of the Quiet Sun, in this issue of the Bulletin, Dr. Pomerantz uses the striking phrase,
"Antarctica, the world's greatest proving
ground for the development of new concepts
in international cooperation." He also notes
that this most recent of collaborative scientific
programs has distinguished precedents going
back 80 years to the First International Polar
Year of 1882-1883. For us in the United States,
it is interesting to recall that an international
scientific attack on the problems of Antarctica
was proposed on the eve of our Civil War by
Commander Matthew Fontaine Maury, USN, in
a circular letter to the principal maritime nations of the world.
Nothing came of Maury's proposal, and the
honor of bringing the first polar year into being
went to another Naval officer, Lieutenant Carl
Weyprecht of Austria. Unfortunately, Weyprecht
did not live to see the fruition of his labors, but
the inspiration which he had given to others
carried the project to a successful conclusion.
Eleven nations participated at 14 stations, only
2 of which could be said to touch on the Antarctic, a French establishment at Cape Horn and a
German one on South Georgia. The program included observations in meteorology, geomagnetism, and aurora, but the various expeditions
were free to add other studies, and useful work
in atmospheric electricity, oceanography, and
glaciology resulted.
In the United States, the First International
Polar Year is remembered chiefly for the heroic
and disasterous expedition led to Grinnel Land
by LT. A. W. Greely, USA. When the relief
ship failed to appear, the party retreated to Cape
Sabine in Smith Sound where they slowly starved
to death. Only Greely and six companions survived, but they managed to preserve their scientific records intact and to present them to the
International Polar Commission for inclusion in
the handsome set of quarto volumes published by
the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Saint Petersburg.
The First International Plar Year represented
a remarkable accomplishment, even though by
our standards the program was limited and the
observations crude. For example, simultaneity
of observation was difficult to maintain because
there were no radio time signals, and in meteor-

ology all observations had to be taken from the
surface. By the time of the Second International
Polar Year, 1932-1933, many of the earlier limitations had been overcome, and the technology
of scientific observation had improved enormously. It was, in fact, the discovery over Greenland
of extremely high winds that appeared to be independent of surface phenomena, what we now
call jet streams, that set in motion the plans for
a Second International Polar Year, and one of
its outstanding features was the successful use
of radiosondes for recording weather phenomena
high above the earth.
Although a severe economic depression
gripped much of the world, when the time to
commence observations arrived, 44 nations participated. As a majority of the stations were in
temperate zones, it was really a world rather
than a nolar year, as the head of the Second
International Polar Commission, Dr. Dan la
Cour of Denmark, pointed out. The Southern
Hemisphere was inadequately represented, and
Antarctica by only three Argentine Mete omiogical
stations on its fringes. The Second International
Polar Year, however, emphasized the fact that
scientific investigation of the polar regions is
most significant when it is conducted in connection with observations taken in other parts of
the world.
This principle, of course, has been fundamental to the International Geophysical Year,
1957-1958, and the International Years of the
Quiet Sun. Another of Dr. la C our 's innovations
has also been continui. Faced with the double
problem of a great quantity of observations from
44 nations and a lack of funds for publication,
he centralized much of the material at the Meteorological Institute in Copenhagen, catalogued
it, and made it available on film to any scientist
who had need for it. He thus established the
forerunner of the IGY World Data Centers.
This last collaborative scientific effort i s
still so close to us that it requires little explanation. It did, however, mark the integration
of the Antarctic into the global scientific effort
and especially the creation of wide-spread, continning scientific programs in the area. Such a
development would have been impossible without
great improvements in the techniques of logistic
support as well as in those of scientific observation.
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Martin A. Pomerantz
Bartol Research Foundation
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania

Dr. Pomerantz, in addition to being Director of the Bartol
Research Foundation, a post which he has held since 1959, is
Chairman of the United States Committee for the International
Years of the Quiet Sun and Vice President of the International
Committee for the same project.

This year, 1 January was not only New Year 5
Day. The date also marked the official start of
the International Years of the Quiet Sun, IQY.
IQY (rhymes with pixie) is indeed a worthy
successor to the widely-heralded International
Geophysical Year, but it is not just a small- scale
repeat of IGY. Actually, in the fields of research
which it embraces, the magnitude of the effort
during this great 2-year scientific enterprise
will appreciably exceed that during IGY.

It is noteworthy that many words which characterize IQSY start with the prefix "inter. " By
way of illustration, here are some examples.
International collaborations on a scale never
achieved previously have been set up. During
IQSY, the joint efforts of scientists of different
nations are not restricted to the exchange of
data, or the standardization of techniques. For
the first time, actual experiments are being conducted together by colleagues in different countries who share responsibility for operating
equipment. A notable example of such a program, quite appropriately, i s currently being
activated in Antarctica, the world's greatest
proving ground for the development of new concepts in international cooperation. The project,
• study of solar-produced cosmic rays, involves
• network of so-called forward-scatter radio
links consisting essentially of a transmitter at
one site and a receiver at another. The links
being established this year include one between
our station at the South Pole and the British station at Halley Bay, and another between McMurdo
and the Soviet base at Vostok. The success of
the enterprise depends upon keeping equipment
at both ends of each path on the air continuously.

This applies especially to the activities in
Antarctica, for the polar regions are especially crucial in the investigation of all phenomena which are relevant to the IQSY program,
namely those which transpire in the upper
reaches of the earth's atmosphere and beyond.
Furthermore, the existence of previously undreamed-of logistical capabilities for conducting
scientific research in Antarctica was one of the
motivating factors which prompted the international scientific community to undertake this farreaching study of all phenomena which are, in
any way, related to the level of solar activity:
meteorology, geomagnetism, aurora, airglow,
ionosphere and radio astronomy, sun and interplanetary medium, cosmic rays and geomagnetically-trapped radiation, and aeronomy.

Interdisciplinary programs constitute the
lifeblood of IQSY. The sharp boundaries between
the various fields of research which are included
in the so-called upper atmosphere disciplines
have disappeared, and it is characteristic of IQY
that each of the eight discipline programs includes projects which are of immediate interest
to workers in the others.

Indeed, the prime objective of IQSY is to take
full advantage of both the new knowledge of solar terrestrial relationships gained during and
since the IGY, and the tremendous technological
advances and the availability of remarkable new
facilities, especially in the Antarctic, for increasing our understanding of the diverse and
previously unsuspected ways in which the sun
controls the earth's physical environment.

Interplanetary space, formerly incorrectly regarded as a vast void, has assumed great importance in understanding the nature of the couplings
between the sun and the earth; the capability of
conducting direct observations in situ with satellites and spacecraft has added anew dimension to
scientific exploration.

"Inter" - Touchstone of IQY
Science in Antarctica was spawned by IGY.
Happily, in contrast with the situation which confronted the planners of IQY's immediate predecessor, it is no longer necessary to start from
scratch in arranging to carry out research programs in the polar regions. Thanks to the ongoing activities of a number of nations in Antarctica, exemplified by the splendid Ti. S. Antarctic
Research Program, as well as to the high level
of geophysical and space plograms, the additional
special effort required for attaining the goals of
IQY is relatively modest from the fiscal point
of view. Rather, the emphasis is on coordination, planning, and cooperation.

Why Now?
Before discussing the key role of Antarctica
in the IQSY program, let us briefly consider the
reasons for embarking at this particular time
upon an all-out program to learn more about
how the sun controls our planet's physical environment. It may seem paradoxical to concentrate on studies of sun-earth relationships
at a time when, as the title of the enterprise unequivocally states, the sun is "quiet."
3
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Figure 1- An index of the storminess
on the sun, called the sunspot number, that has been recorded for more
than 200 years, indicates that during
the IGY, the level of solar activity
was higher than anytime since Galileo first observed sunspots in 1610.
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It will be recalled that IGY was an all-inclusive study of the planet, Earth. The program
included measurements of the properties of the
interior of the earth (seismology, longitude and
latitude, and gravimetry), studies of the surface
characteristics (oceanography and glaciology),
and observations in and beyond the earth's atmosphere, including investigations of solarterrestrial relationships (meteorology, nuclear
radiations, geomagnetism, ionosphere, aurora
and airglow, cosmic rays, and solar activity).
In order to increase basic knowledge about the
solar influences acting upon the earth, IGY was
planned to cover a period at or near sunspot
maximum (1957-1958).
Actually, it has been realized for a long time
that activity on the sun waxes and wanes with a
period of roughly 11 years. An index of the
storminess on the sun that has been recorded for
more thari200 years according to a standard procedure is called the relative sunspot number.
Although the probable time of maximum can be
roughly predicted, it is quite impossible to forecast the magnitude of the peak, which can differ
appreciably from cycle to cycle (Fig. 1). Thus,
the IGY planners really hit the jackpot, for it
turned out that the level of solar activity proved

to be higher than at any time since Galileo first
observed sunspots in 1610.
Asa result of this remarkably good fortune,
many previously unsuspected phenomena were
discovered. However, detailed studies of their
mechanisms were complicated by the rapidity
with. which different events occurred in succession. At sunspot minimum, solar outbursts do
not cease completely, but when they do occur,
they are more or less isolated in time. Thus,
conditions will effectively be "clean, " and the
entire sequence of effects associated with one
single event can be followed to its conclusion.
Also, during IQSY it will be possible to search
for much smaller effects which previously would
have been lost in the background "noise." Many
IQSY projects are taking advantage of this opportunity to make observations with greatly increased "magnification, "or with more precise
time resolution. This is especially true in the
case of some of the Antarctic programs, which
will make use of recent technological developments for obtaining improved instrumental sensitivity. In a sense, the upper atmosphere physicist now finds himself in a position similar to
that of a biologist who is presented with a much
higher-powered microscope than had previously
been available.

-

Figure 2 - Physicists from Bartol
Research Foundation work with a
meson telescope in the cosmic ray
laboratory at McMurdo.
(Photograph furnished by author.)

IQSY is also concerned with studies which
are feasible, or are best undertaken, at the time
of minimum solar activity. Probably the outstanding example in this category is the study of
the characteristics of the "quiet 11 sun. it is remarkable that most information concerning the
behavior of our nearest star has been gathered
under disturbed conditions. Now, for the first
time, a real base line will be obtained not only
establishing the characteristics of the 'normal'
sun, but also defining quiescent conditions in
interplanetary space and in the earth's upper
atmosphere.
Certain types of research require quiet solar
conditions. For example, some cosmic rays
(those having the lowest energies) that arrive
from the far reaches of the galaxy are scattered
away from the inner solar system by clouds of
plasma ejected from the sun during the incessant
solar outbursts that characterize other portions
of the solar cycle. Consequently, their properties can be determined only at solar minimum.
Some of the IQSY programs are repetitions at
solar minimum of observations which were previously conducted at solar maximum. Although
a great deal has already been learned from the
analysis of the vast quantity of data gathered
by synoptic networks and other IGY programs,
the maximum benefit will be realized from a
comparison of measurements representative of
conditions at the two extreme levels of solar
activity.

Antarctica's Special Features
The IQSY programs in Antarctica all exploit
the unique conditions for studying the physics of
the upper atmosphere that exist there. In preference to a recital of the many projects which
will be conducted in Antarctica during IQSY (1),
we shall consider in a general manner why this
continent is particularly well-suited for these
programs.
The key to the importance of the polar regions
in upper atmospheric research is the terrestrial
magnetic field. The paths of all electricallycharged particles, such as cosmic rays, are controlled by any magnetic fields through which they
may pass. As a consequence of the earth's magnetism, an incoming particle must be endowed
with a certain minimum energy in order to reach
a given point on the globe, and the price of admission, so to speak, becomes progressively
lower as one approaches the poles from the equator. In fact, in the vicinity of the geomagnetic
pole (situated near Vostok) the earth's magnetic
field does not deter even the weakest sisters.
Consequently, the low-energy protons and heavier
atomic nuclei which are sometimes produced by
the sun (solar cosmic rays) can be observed only
in the polar regions. Furthermore, use can be
made of the filtering effect of the earth's magnetic field to determine how the population of the
incoming particles varies in terms of energy.
Observations of the numbers of cosmic rays
reaching different stations, for which the so-
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Figure 3 - "Cones of acceptance,
the regions on the celestial sphere
from which the particles have originated, are relatively narrow only in
the polar regions.
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It is well-known that auroral displays occur,
especially at solar minimum, only in a relatively
narrow zone in the polar regions. Efforts to understand the detailed mechanisms of the production of these magnificent visual manifestations
of important processes occurring in the upper
atmosphere require a variety of observations,
including studies of the nature, properties and
origin of the particles which produce them. Here,
again, the earth's magnetic field dictates that the
scientists who study this subject must be situated
in the polar regions.

particles have originated, relatively narrow
(Fig. 3). At lower latitudes, the particles may
arrive from avariety of directions, and the study
of various anisotropies (differences in the numbers of cosmic rays reaching the earth from
different regions in space) becomes quite complicated. Furthermore, only in the polar regions is it possible to observe particles arriving
from directions perpendicular to the plane of the
ecliptic (the earth's orbit). The distribution of
stations in Antarctic a for observing cosmic rays
both from the galaxy and from the sun thus provides a unique opportunity. Of special interest
is the comparison between observations obtained
at stations near the North and South Poles because of the great difference between the directions of viewing.

Another consequence of the action of the
earth's magnetic field upon the trajectory of incomingq lectric ally- charged particles is the
restriction it imposes upon the directions of
"viewing. " An optical or radio telescope detects
electromagnetic radiation which, unaffected by
magnetic fields, travels from the source to the
observing instrument in a straight line. But this
is not true in the case of a cosmic ray telescope
(Fig. 2). T h e electrically-charged particles
which it detects have undergone various complicated gyrations, and the original direction of
approach far away from the earth is quite different from the direction in which the instrument
is pointing. Only in the polar regions are the
so-called "cones of acceptance," that is, the regions on the celestial sphere from which the

An important group of IQ,Y projects involves
measurements at opposite ends of a magnetic line
of force, the so-called conjugate points (Fig. 4).
It is indeed fortunate that accessible locations
in the northern hemisphere are conjugate to stations in Antarctica. Coordinated geomagnetic,
ionospheric, auroral, and airgiow observations
can provide fundamental information concerning
the role of the sun in controlling many processes
that occur in the earth's upper atmosphere. Furthermore, the most remote regions of the earth's
magnetic field, the geomagnetosphere, can be
probed by ground-based instruments in the polar
regions, since it is the lines of force which intersect the surface near the geomagnetic poles that
extend out to the greatest distances from the
earth.

called geomagnetic threshold (minimum admissible energy) differs, provides the desired information.

6

Figure 4 - Conjugate point stations
in the polar regions are stations located at opposite ends of a magnetic
line of force.
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The unique day-night cycle in the Antarctic is
also significant in a number of IQSY programs.
The long period of continued darkness, or light,
and the unusual twilight conditions, are extremely
advantageous in various studies, such as the
photochemistry of the upper atmosphere.
A Rich Heritage
The International Years of the Quiet Sun, with
64 nations (2) participating in a globe-girdling
program which reaches out even into the vast
space beyond the confines of the earth, is a far
cry from its great granddaddy, the First International Polar Ye a r, 1882- 83. This original
direct antecedent of IQSY, inspired by the arctic
explorer, Austrian Naval Lieutenant Carl Weyprecht, was confined to the Arctic and the approaches to the Antarctic, and was limited to
meteorological, geomagnetic, and auroral observations at 14 stations established by 11 participating countries. The wildest imaginings of
t h o s e pioneers as to future developments in
science in general, and the logistical miracles
which would be wrought in Antarctica in less than
a century, have obviously been fantastically exceeded. But their early recognition of the tremendous importance of these inhospitable regions
to fundamental geophysical research was r emarkably astute and prophetic. There is no doubt
that the IQSY program in Antarctica enjoys a rich
heritage. (3).

References
(1)A preliminary statement of the Proposed
United States Program for the IQSY was issued in February 1963 by the U.S. IQSY committee, National Academy of Sciences. A
revised document willbe issued during 1964.
Programs of participating nations are sum marized in the IG Bulletin, and are published
along with other IQSY material in IQSY Notes,
distributed by the IQSY Secretariat in London.
(2)Responsibility for the international program
is in the hands of the Special Committee for
IQ,SY of the International Council of Scientific
Unions (ICSU).
(3)Other articles on IQSY:
"International Years of the Quiet Sun 196465, "Martin A. Pomerantz, Science, 142,
3596 (1963);
"International Years of the Quiet Sun— IQSY,"
Martin A. Pomerantz, Astronautics and Aerospace Engineering, (1964);
"IQSY 1964-65," Stanley Ruttenberg, Weatherwise, 16, 156 (1963);
"IQSY, The International Years of the Quiet
Sun, 1964-65," Solar Energy, 7, 157 (1963).
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Antarctica
brated Midnight Mass. During the Mass, the
74-year-old Catholic prelate, in his 24th year
as vicar to American military men said, 'Yours
is a noble, effective, and unselfish service.
After Mass, he spoke with the men personally
and presented each with a special medal which
he had had struck for the occasion of this, his
first Christmas in Antarctica.

UNITED STATES ANTARCTICANS GIVEN
A MEMORABLE CHRISTMAS
Christmas is always a memorable event. This
year, in Antarctica, it was made even more
memorable for Catholics and Protestant's alike
by the presence of Francis Cardinal Spellman,
Archbishop of New York City and Roman Catholic
Military Vicar of the Armed Forces of th United
States, and Rear Admiral Floyd Dreith, Chief
of United States Navy Chaplains. The two clergymen made the visit as the guests of Rear Admiral
James R. Reedy, USN, Commander, United
States Naval Support Force, Antarctica, and
United States Antarctic Projects Officer.
Following separate routes from the United
States, Cardinal Spellman and Admiral Dreith
met in Christchurch, New Zealand, on 19 December. While in Christchurch, the Cardinal
presided at a special Mass, officially closing
the 30-day period of mourning for our late President, John F. Kennedy.
On 22 December, the two religious leaders,
accompanied by Admiral Reedy, departed f or
McMurdo Station aboard a Navy LC-130F Hercules aircraft. They arrived the same day, in
time for Cardinal Spellman to hold another memorial Mass in honor of the late President of the
United States.

2arainal Spellman Administers Holy 2ornmo
Midnight Mass at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station.

The two religious leaders visited the exact
geographic South Pole, located about 1,000 yards
fromthestation. While outdoors they wore
standard Navy-issued Antarctic clothing, to
which the Cardinal added the scarlet neckcloth
emblematic of his office.
T he y returned t o McMurdo on Christmas
morning and held services at the largest United
States station in Antarctica. Christmas D ay
Mass was celebrated at the station in the Chapel
of the Snows and was followed by a traditional
Christmas dinner in the mess hall. Wearing his
long, red-and-black robe—which hid his insulated Antarctic boots—His Eminence was escorted into the crowded building by Admiral Reedy.
Cardinal Spellman, in an informal after-dinner
address to the men of McMurdo, remarked that,
"Yesterday at the South Pole, celebrating Midnight Mass on Christmas Eve was an important
climax to my years of visiting the Armed Forces.
You men are helping to preserve America's
peace by working in harmony with the men of
other nations in this great scientific effort.

Chapel of the Snows—McMurdo Station, Antarctica.

From McMurdo Station, they flew toAmundsen-Scott South Pole Station on Christmas Eve.
Admiral Dreith conducted a candlelight service
for Protestants, while Cardinal Spellman cele8

During the afternoon of Christmas Day, the
two clergymen flew by helicopter to USS GLACIER, largest of United States icebreakers. Cardinal Spellman celebrated Mass aboard the ship
and upon completion of the Mass delivered the
special Christmas message which he had prepared in New York City, for the entire United
States, prior to his departure for Antarctica.
Thus, the men of DEEP FREEZE heard that
message many hours before the people in the
United States. Admiral Dr e it h conducted a
Christmas service aboard USS GLACIER for
Protestant officers and men and gave a Christmas
message during the service.

UNITED STATES ANTARCTIC LEADERS
VISIT RUSSIAN ANTARCTIC STATION
Rear Admiral James R. Reedy, Commander,
U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, and
Dr. T. 0. Jones, Director, U. S. Antarctic
Research Program, visited Mirnyy Station on
9 January 1964. The visit marked the first time
in several years that the station, located on the
Queen Mary Coast, had been visited by United
States Antarctic leaders.
The 5-hour, 1,400-mile flight fri McMurdo
to Mirnyy was accomplished in an Air Development Squadron SIX LC- 130F aircraft, piloted by
Lieutenant Commander Richard G. Dickerson
and Commander George R. Kelly. Accompanying the flight were Mr. John Jacobs of the University of Alaska, the United States representative who will winter-over at Vostok Station this
year; CaptainM. W. Nicholson, AdmiralReedy's
Chief of Staff; and Commander Lew Timberlake, Antarctic construction expert.

This might seem to have concluded a busy
Christmas, but, because the International Date
Line divides Byrd Station from the other United
States stations, it was possible to fly out there
in time for additional services and, it might be
added, a second Christmas dinner.
Admiral Dreith noted that he had never before
celebrated Christmas so often. In his sermon at
the Protestant Service, he commended Navy men
and civilian scientists for their devotion to God,
duty, and country, and urged them to keep the
Christmas lesson alive intheir hearts throughout
the year.

The purpose of the flight goes back to the
time of Admiral Reedy 's flight last October from
Capetown, South Africa, to McMurdo Station.*
En route to McMurdo, the aircraft passed near
Mirnyy Station and the Admiral was invited by
Dr. Tyabin, the wintering-over scientific leader,
to land at the station. This was not feasible at
the time.

Cardinal Spellman told the men at Byrd Station: "Your work has truly inspired me. I will
return to our homeland and tell people of your
accomplishments. I am reminded today of AdmiralByrd, who was a personal friend, and this
station's namesake. This undersnow city is
certainly a tribute to him."

After landing on the ice runway at Mirnyy,
Admiral Reedy and Dr. Jones were guests of
honor at a breakfast given by the Russian scientific leaders, Dr. Somov and Dr. Tyabin.

Cardinal Spellman has made it his custom to
visit servicemen at isolated posts. This trip was
his 13th such visit in his 24 years as military
vicar and, as he said, it was "an important climax to many years of traveling."

Both Admiral Reedy and Dr. Jones spoke informally to the assembled Russian scientists, and
the Admiral thanked the Russians for the invitation extended him in October. He singled out
the Russian meteorologists and told them how
much their forecasts helped on his flights, both
in October and at the present time. Dr. Tones
praised the scientific achievements of the Russians and the "splendid spirit of cooperation between our countries in Antarctic science."

While in Antarctica, the two men showed a
lively interest in all that went on. They held
religious services in small dispensaries, recreation halls, and laboratories; rode helicopters, tractors, and rugged Hercules cargo aircraft; visited laboratories and the nuclear power
plant; and, most important of all, talked to the
men of all ranks and rates—civilian scientists,
technicians, and servicemen.

The group remained about 3 hours, during
which time they were shown around the station.
During the tour of the partially under-snow station, the guests were shown through the meteorological, communications, cosmic ray, earth

After worshipingwith the men in Antarctica,
the two religious leaders departed the continent
on 27 December for the flight to Christchurch.

*See Bulletin, November 1963, page 2.
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On the fortieth turnaround mission (13 December
1963), Colonel Clarke's Hercules, dangerously
low on fuel, made a successful emergency landing
at Williams Field in the face of a blusterous,
snow- swept gale which had reduced visibility to
zero.* The aircraft touched down on the ski
runway after five unsuccessful attempts to land.
The Hercules spent 4 hours and 30 minutes circling the airfield pending favorable conditions.
To lighten his aircraft, Colonel Clarke was
forced to jettison 8, 000 pounds of cargo; however, most of it was recovered by the Navy.

magnetism, and seismic laboratories, and
material support buildings.
The visit ended back in the administration
building with an exchange of gifts between the
Admiral's party and the Russian scientific personnel, after which the group returned to McMurdo Station.
AIR FORCE COMPLETES DF64 MISSION
The final Military Air Transport Service
(MATS) missions of Operation DEEP FREEZE
64 were completed on 15 December 1963, when
two C-130E Hercules touched down at Harewood
International Airport, Christchurch, New Zealand at 1226 hours. The two Lockheed aircraft
had taken off from Williams Field, Antarctica
at 0440 and 0451 hours, thus ending all MATS
participation on the Antarctic Continent for this
season.

It is commendable that during its operations
in DEEP FREEZE 64, the Military Air Transport Service had no accidents. According to
Colonel Clarke, flight safety was given paramount consideration at all times. 'Safety was
our key word and goal on DEEP FREEZE, "the
Colonel said.
Military Air Transport Service began its
eighth consecutive season on 13 October when
Colonel Clarke flew the year's first mission to
the continent. It marked the first time MATS had
used the C-130E in Antarctica. According to
Colonel Clarke, the aircraft's performance exceeded all expectations. On each mission, the
C- 130E 's averaged a 2-hour stay on the Antarctic Continent. Ten MATS specialists were stationed at Williams Field at all times to refuel
and maintain the aircraft. Of the 161 men assigned to the task unit, all made the trip to Antarctica.

Rear Admiral James R. Reedy, Commander,
U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, was on
hand in Christchurch to greet Lieutenant Colonel
Russell C. Clarke, Commander of the Air Force
task unit, as he returned from Antarctica. Piloting the two airplanes were Colonel Clarke and
Major Aquilla D. Sugg.
Although the majority of the Air Force men
involved in the operation were from the 1608th
Air Transport Wing, Charleston Air Force Base,
South Carolina, a team of photographers from
the 1365th Phto Squadron of the Air Photographic
and Charting Service, Orlando Air Force Base,
Florida; men from the Air Weather Service; personnel of the Air Force Communications Service,
Hunter Air Force Base, Georgia; and a team each
from McGuire Air Force Base, New Jersey;
Travis Air Force Base, California; and Scott
Air Force Base, Illinois were on hand throughout the season.

Upon releasing the Air Force unit, Admiral
Reedy lauded its performance with the following
statement: "On the occasion of the release of the
1608th Air Transport Wing Task Unit, it is a
sincere pleasure for me to extend the traditional
Navy 'well done' on the outstanding performance
of duty of the officers and men under your command. Your participation in DEEP FREEZE 64
has been characterized not only by professional
airman ship and superb command administration,
but by exceptional inter service relationship and
cooperation. You and your men have earned the
respect of the entire DEEP FREEZE 'Iäsk Force."

DEEP FREEZE 64 is the last year during
which MATS Eastern Transport Air Force
(EASTAF) and Charleston Air Force Base will
be involved. Next year's resupply mission has
been assigned to the MATS Western Transport
Air F or c e (WESTAF), 1501st Air Transport
Wing, Travis Air Force Base, California.*

Colonel Clarke issued the following statement
shortly after his arrival from the Antarctic:
"During our 2-1/2-month participation in DEEP
FREEZE 64, our aircraft and personnel have
both performed far beyond expectation. Even
the weatherman was more generous than was ex-

The next-to-last mission proved to be the
most difficult in an otherwise flawless operation.

*See Bulletin, January 1964, page 2.

*See Bulletin, January 1964, page 3.
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pected. The men were exposed to working and
living conditions considerably different than t10
normally encountered. They were required to
live and work with men and procedures of another
service. They were exposed to trying and adverse working and living conditions at Williams
Field, McMurdo Sound. Through the combined
efforts and the harmonious attitude of all personnel of both services concerned, I feel the Air
Force t s portion of DEEP FREEZE 64 has been a
success. It has been a pleasure to be a part of
this mission.

unit from Charleston Air Force Base, South
Carolina.
This is the first season in Antarctica that the
C - 130E has been employed, in lieu of the C-124,
which had been used by the Air Force since DEEP
FREEZE II. The Navy uses LC-130F skiequipped Hercules in its operations.
General Chapman piloted the Hercules over
the 3,800-mile route from Williams Field, over
the South Pole, and on to Christchurch. The
nonstop flight was completed in 12 hours and 52
minutes.

FIRST C-130E FLIGHT OVER
THE SOUTH POLE

Rear Admiral James R. Reedy, Commander,
U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, was on
hand to greet General Chapman when he touched
down at Harewood International Airport, Christchurch, New Zealand.

A Military Air Transport Service (MATS) C,
130E wheeled aircraft recently became the first
aircraft of its kind to fly over the South Pole.
The aircraft, assigned to the lSOlst Air Transport Wing, Travis Air Force Base, California,
made the flight on 3 December, while en route
from McMurdo Station to Christchurqh, New
Zealand.

AMUNDSEN-SC OTT SOUTH POLE STATION
NEW WINTERING-OVER PERSONNEL ARRIVE
The Navy personnel who will winter-over at
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station during the
1964 winter arrived at 2200 hours on 1 November
aboard the second flight of the season. The first
flight of DEEPFREEZE 64 arrived on23 October
at 2353 hours, to complete the earliest south
polar landing in history. *

to

On 3 November, after a few days of indoctrination, Lieutenant W. E. McLean (MC), USN,
relieved Lieutenant D. C. Be s s i n g e r (MC),
IJSNR, as officer in charge of the station. The
following day, the 1963 Navy wintering- over crew
departed the station en route to McMurdo for
redeployment to the United States.
The new U. S. Antarctic Research Program
personnel arrived throughout November and the
departure of the 1963 U. S. Antarctic Research
Program personnel began in early December.

U. S. Air Force C-130E at Williams Field, Antarctica.

The flight was accomplished during the recent
inspection-and-familiarization tour made by
Brigadier General James W. Chapman, Jr.,
Commander, 1501st Air Transport Wing, Travis
Air Force Base, California, the unit which will
assume the Air Force resupply mission for DEEP
FREEZE 65.* Accompanying the flight was
Lieutenant Colonel Russell C. Clarke, Com mander of the DEEPFREEZE 64 Air Force task

*See Bulletin, December 1963, page 2.
NAVY METEOROLOGIST STUDYING
ROSS SEA TIDES
One of the Navymen assigned to the weather
office at McMurdo Station has recently completed
the installation of a new meteorological device
designed to accurately measure the rise and fall
of tides.

*See Bulletin, January 1964, page 3.
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A POEM FOR THE NEW YEAR

According to the meteorologists at McMurdo,
little is known about the tides in Antarctica, so
the men in the weather office decided to do some
scientific investigating on their own. They attached a gauge in the weather office (by a long
tube) to a sensitive measuring orifice anchored
in 30 feet of water, 200 feet from shore, in the
frozen Ross Sea. The orifice is kept off the
bottom of the sea floor and is anchored securely
in order to record accurate measurements.

A long-standing custom of the United States
Navy requires that the log entries for the first
watch of t he New Year be written in rhyme.
This puts a considerable burden upon the watch
officer, for the requirement by no means relieves him from recording the information that
regulations indicate must be entered in the log
book.
Although poetic talent is not one of the attributes the Navy seeks in its officers, each year a
considerable amount of witty and amusing verse
results. A recent issue of All Hands put out
by the Bureau of Naval Personnel, contains a
number of samples turned in on 1 January 1963.
Among them is the entry for a ship tied to the ice
of McMurdo Sound, It is reprinted below in the
belief that readers of the Bulletin may find it
interesting:

The mechanism works by the principle of continuous release of nitrogen gas from a supply
tank in the system, which exerts a force equal
to the pressure of the water on the gauge. These
pressure readings are then transmitted to and
recorded on a continuously rotating chart which
is calibrated in feet.
So far, the men have been successful in determining that the high tides raise the Ross Sea
ice about 3 feet. They have charted and logged
the high tides at noon and the low tides at midnight for a number of days.

USS ARNEB (AKA 56)
Our ship is tied by its starboard side
To the ice off McMurdo Base.
Six nylon lines should be just fine
To keep it in its place.
The Bravo crew is turning to
By the light of the midnight sun;
Till the snipes are through cleaning Boiler Two,
We 're using Number One.

They are now considering a new way to install
the tube orifice, as they realize that when the ice
breaks up and goes out to sea, the anchor and
orifice will probably go with it. They hope to
find a solution soon, so that the study will not be
interrupted.
The man principally responsible for the project is Aerographer Third Class Donald Pfeifer
of the weather office at McMurdo Station.

We're drawing juice for the winches' use
From the engine room below;
Generator Two just cant make do,
So Three's lit off also.
For material, we've Yoke, as well
As condition of Readiness Four,
Ships present we see to the number of three,
There's really not room for much more.

TEMPERATURES
Temperatures at the United States Antarctic
Stations on 19 January 1964 were:
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, -190F

The GLACIER, EDISTO, and MERRELL, astern,
Are trying to moor to the ice.
Until they get tied, we're alone alongside,
But I think at this point we'll suffice.
In the GLACIER, we know, OTC is below
Making intricate tactical plans,
But for admin and such (which is really not much),
We're in our captain (SOPA's) own hands.

McMurdo Station, +24°F.
Williams Field, +22°F.
Byrd Station, -5°F.
Eights Station, +10°F.

The Antarctic is nice (if you really like ice),
We can take it or leave it alone.
So you drink your beer, have a happy New Year;
We'll catch up when we get back home.

Hallett Station, +36°F.
Beardmore Weather Station, +2°F.
Little Rockford Weather Station, +8°F.

—J. C. Foster, LTJG, USN.
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New Zealand
DEEP FREEZE PERSONNEL FIND
FRIENDS IN NEW ZEALAND

NAVY AIRCRAFT SUCCESSFULLY
COMPLETES EMERGENCY LANDING

"My husband and I were wondering if there
were two American gentlemen who would like to
spend Christmas Day with us for dinner and.
Such are the invitations extended to almost
200 United States Navymen, by telephone calls,
cards, letters, and verbally from the people of
Christchurch, New Zealand, advance headquarters for Operation DEEP FREEZE.

A United States Navy LC-117 (formerly designated R4D-8) made an emergency landing at
Christchurch International Airport on 4 November after a minor fire broke out in its starboard
engine. The airplane, making its maiden flight
after recent overhaul, landed safely with no injuries to personnel. Piloting the aircraft was
Lieutenant Commander John M. Douglas, USN,
a veteran pilot of Air Development Squadron SIX.

Invitations are extended daily from New Zealanders for tea, dinner, supper, hunting, boating, or just plain sightseeing.

LC-117D
Jy

Since the first DEEP FREEZE contingent of
servicemen arrived there 8 years ago, this type
of friendly welcome has established many new
friendships— some lifelong.

NEW ANTARCTIC LICENSE PLATE
In the accompanying photograph, Lieutenant
John J. Taminet, (SC), USN, shows the novelty
license plate which he designed and which has
been manufactured by a Christchurch, New Zealand, advertising firm.

One example of the relationships between the
people of New Zealand and the United States
forces at Christchurch was demonstrated in the
days following the death of the late President of
the United States. People throughout New Zealand sent cards and letters of sympathy to the
men of DEEP FREEZE. Hundreds of telephone
callers also expressed their feelings.

N:

Ina letter to the men of DEEP FREEZE, the
Acting Mayor of Christchurch, Mr. H. P. Smith,
stated, "The long and happy association which we
have had with the Commanding Officers, the staff
and men of Operation DEEP FREEZE, andwhich
continues so pleasantly today, brings the passing
of your President very close to us and I assure
you that we are feeling very much for you whom
we have come to regard as our friends.
The United States serviceman can walk through
the streets of Christchurch sightseeing and receive smiles and greetings from many. Sometimes it seems that his money is worthless at
the local pub, for he rarely gets to pay for his
own beer. Civilian clothing is no disguise for
the Navyman, for, as one local resident put it,
"We can spot 'em by their haircut.

The plate combines various unique leatures
of Antarctica and Operation DEEP FREEZE.
The "SP' identifies the owner as a 'resident" of
the south polar land mass; the "90" 1 represents
the latitude at the very bottom of the earth; the
bird is, of course, the native Adelie penguin,
and the slogan "The World's Last Frontier"
represents the uniqueness of the last continent
to undergo scientific exploration. Task Force
43, the Navy task force responsible for United
States Antarctic operations, is represented to
the right of 11900,

The thought of a return passage through New
Zealand makes the lonely days spent in the frozen Antarctic a little more worthwhile and a
little more hopeful.
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gencies in hard-to-reach places such as some
areas in Antarctica. Fortunately, they have
yet to jump in a real emergency.

NAVY PARACHUTISTS PAY SURPRISE
VISIT TO NEW ZEALAND CONVENT
Five U.S. Navy parachutists 'dropped in" at
Mt. Jagdala Convent near Wigram Air Force
Base, New Zealand, early in October. They are
members of the Navy's Air Development Squadron SIX (VX-6) Para-Rescue Team, stationed
at DEEP FREEZE advance headquarters at
Christchurch.
The team was scheduled to drop at Wigram,
but adverse winds caused the men to drift 1 mile
off-course and land in a sheep paddock at the
convent.
The parachutists, using red-and-white paneled
parachutes (so they can be seen more easily),
were immediately picked up by convent workers,
and it was determined that there were no injuries
or property damage. The jumpers were then
brought back to Harewood by ambulance.
The team was formed at Quonset Point, Rhode
Island, in 1956, to be used in the event of emer-

International
OFFICIAL FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES DEPART UNITED STATES FOR ANTARCTICA
Each year the United States extends invitations to foreign governments active in the Antarctic to exchange official representatives on
the annual relief and resupply expeditions. This
season, seven foreign governments accepted
the invitation and nominated representatives to
accompany the United States expedition. *

Pieter Van Vuuren, Foreign Service Officer,
Embassy of South Africa.*
Two of the remaining three foreign representatives departed on their trip to Antarctica earlier in the season. Lieutenant Commander Angus
B. Erskine of the Royal Navy (designated both as
a Treaty observer and a foreign representative)
departed Washington on 16 December f or Christchurch, where Navy transportation was supplied
for his trip to Antarctica; and Mr. Alan M.
Brown, senior engineer of the Antarctic Division, Australian Ministry of External Affairs,
(also both aTreaty observer and foreign representative) departed directly from Australia. Dr.
Yoshio Ebyashi, microbiologist with the National
Science Museum of Japan, traveled from Japan
directly to New Zealand where he was to join
the four who left Washington on 16 January.

Four of the foreign representatives departed
Washingten on 16 January 1964 en route to New
Zealand aboard a Military Air Transport Service
special missionDEEP FREEZE C-135 aircraft.
From New Zealand, transportation will be furnished to Antarctica by the U. S. Naval Support
Force.
The representatives who departed Washington
were Squadron Commander Gerado Lopez, General Staff, Chilean Air Force; Lieutenant Lucia
E. Sanguinetti, Argentine Navy; Mr. Tony Van
Autenboer, geologist and a research assistant
at the University of Louvain, Belgium; and Mr.

*Mr. Van Vuuren, First Secretary of the
South African Embassy in Washington, D. C.
was nominated as a foreign representative
alter the last issue went to press.

*See Bulletin, January 1964, pages 6-7.
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Stateside
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN TELEVISION
CENTER PREPARING SERIES ON ANTARCTICA

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE MERITORIOUS
CIVILIAN SERVICE MEDAL PRESENTED
DEPUTY ANTARCTIC PROJECTS OFFICER

One of the leading suppliers of educational
programs to commercial and educational television stations, The University of Michigan
Television Center, is planning a series of ten
half-hour programs on the Antarctic. In preparation for the programs at the University of
Michigan campus, two staff members, a producer and director, were sent to the Antarctic
with National Science Foundation and United
States Navy cooperation.

Dr. James E. Mooney, Deputy United States
Antarctic Projects Officer, was awarded the
Secretary of Defense Meritorious Civilian Service Medal by Assistant Secretary of Defense
(International Security Affairs) William P.
Bundy, on 13 December 1963. The award was
made in recognition of Dr. Mooney's service
to Antarctic exploration and scientific studies
both nationally and internationally, for over 30
years.

(Dp

.

Messrs. LeeM.. Woodruff, a Producer, and
John W. Alley, an Assistant Film Editor, left
Washington on a Military Air Transport Service
flight on 30 October and returned to Ann Arbor
in late December. * Their mission was to gather
some 9, 200 feet of 16 mm film and about 4, 000
black and white photographs to be integrated into
the last four programs of the series.
On their departure, the U-M's Director of
Broadcasting, Professor Garnet R. Garrison,
of the Speech Department, said: "We feel honored by this invitation to participate as the first
United States educational television unit in such
an operation. It represents an exciting pioneer
effort to bring information on the Antarctic to
the people of the state through on-location TV
production." Garrison also revealed that the
Committee on Institutional Cooperation, composed of the Big Ten universities and the University of Chicago, has expressed interest in acquiring the materials gathered by Woodruff and Alley
for use in geology classes.

Photograph.)

The citation, signed by Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara, acclaims Dr. Mooney as
"one of the leading architects of the initial and
continuing phases of the U. S. Antarctic program"
and states that "his broad experience, farsighted
vision and wise counsel have been invaluable not
only to the Department of Defense but also to all
agencies of government in the successful accomplishment of U. S. objectives in Antarctica." The
award was made "in recognition of his distinguished services."

"This is a significant development," Garrison
said, "in extending the impact of University of
Michigan TV programs beyond the initial on-theair broadcasts."
The network of stations which will broadcast
the series on the Antarctic stretches from Seattleto Bermuda, and from San Francisco to Hartford. Currently, 55 television stations a e
carrying U-M TV shows.

Attending the ceremony w e r e dignitaries
from the Department of State, Department of
Commerce, U. S. Navy, National Academy of
Sciences, and the Office of the Secretary of
Defense. Dr. Mooney received the Distinguished
Public Service Award from the U. S. Navy in
1959.

Woodruff and Alley gathered information and
footage at McMurdo Station and the surrounding
area and at Byrd and Amundsen-Scott South Pole
*See Bull etin December 1963, page 9.
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Stations. When the several-month task of preparing the 10 documentary programs is completed, it is expected that the series will follow
roughly a historicai. outline.

what has been going on in the Antarctic but has
neither the time nor the background for extended
study.

Program one will be introductory in nature,
giving an overview of Antarctic history, with program two concentrating upon a detailed review
of the "guess of the Greeks, "that there was an
Antarctic, and other phases of Antarctic history
through the 1830s.

CORRECTION
Major General George B. Dany, Commander
of the Western Transport Air Force (WESTAF),
was reported in the last issue of the Bulletin
(page 3) to have gone to Antarctica. At the last
minute, however, General Dany was unable to
make the trip, but word was received too late to
correct the Bulletin article before publication.

The third program will examine the presentday nature of the continent itself, and an initial
consideration of the geological facts of Antarctic
history. Program four will take the viewer into
history's Age of Steam and the heroic early explorations of the area. The fifth and sixth programs will examine American interest in the
Antarctic, beginning with Admiral Byrd and encompassing the IGY.

BULLETIN ERRATA
The following errata are noted for the Bulletin
of the United States Antarctic Projects Officer,
Volume V.

Program seven will examine the continent's
scientific potential, with the last three in the
series being devoted to a detailed examination
of the present-day Antarctic scientific projects,
the significance of the Antarctic Treaty and of
international cooperation in the area.

Issue No. 2, October 1963:
Page 37 - GEOLOGY, U. S. Department of
the Interior, Geological Survey,
Thomas B. Nolan; the first line
of title of grant should read". . .of
northeastern Victoria. . . "rather
than ' . . of northwestern Victoria. .

Inquiries about the series may be directed to
the U-M TV Center, 310 Maynard Street, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48108.

Page 39 - UPPER ATMOSPHERE PHYSICS,
National Bureau of Standards, D.
K. Bailey; the second line of title
of grant should read ". • during
IQSY. . • "rather than ". . .during
IGY. .

NEW BOOK ON ANTARCTICA
BY DR. CARL EKLIJND
At the time of his death, late in 1962, Dr.
Carl Eklund left the nearly-completed manuscript
of a book, Antarctica: Polar Research and Discovery During the International Geophysical
The manuscript was completed and edited
by Miss Joan Beckman who is identified as
coauthor. M e m b e r s of the Antarctican Society reviewed portions of the work for technical
accuracy.

Issue No. 4, December 1963:
Page 12, column 1, paragraph 3 - "Chalocite"
should read "Chalcocite.
Page 12, column 2, paragraph 1 - "Britist"
should read "British.

The book, a paperback published by Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, covers, in about 150
pages, the principal scientific discoveries of
the International Geophysical Year, with enough
background on life and logistics to put the scient if i c work in its proper setting. Written in
simple, nontechnical language, Antarctic a
appears ideally suited to high school and introductory college classes in science, or for
the general reader who may be curious about

Page 13, column 4, line 21 - "Stilpnomeland"
should read "Stilpnomelane."
Page 14, column 1, line 2 - "Herta" should
read "Hertha.
Page 24, column 2 -Under "5 Nov 63;" should
read "CDR. Price Lewis, Jr..,. .
to USS ATKA, "rather than ". , ,to
USS ARNEB."
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Science
Earlier in the seasonthe detachment operated
from Hallett Station, performing a 150-mile
topographic control tie in support of the U. S.
Geological Survey's Victoria Land survey. Dur ing a storm on 1 November, two helicopters were
severely damaged and had tobe replaced. *
Much of the scheduled work in that area was
postponed, due to the damage to the helicopters.
It is anticipated that the detachment will be able
to return to complete the Victoria Land survey
before departing later this season.

ARMY HELICOPTERS SUPPORT
SCIENCE IN ANTARCTICA
Scientists in Antarctica this austral summer
are doing much of their traveling in U. S. Army
helicopters of the 62nd TransportationDetachment, Fort Eustis, Virginia. The three TJH- lB
Iroquois helicopters that shuttle the scientists
to remote areas of Antarctica are maintained and
operated byl4 officers and men of the Fort Eustis unit.

*See Bulletin, December 1963, page 2.

This season the 62nd Transportation Detachment, commanded by Major Paul M. Cagle,
USA, is providing aerial support for geologists
of the University of Minnesota at Camp Gould in
the Sentinel Mountains of West Antarctica. The
helicopters, capable of carrying six passengers,
transport the geologists to field camps and other
areas of scientific interest. It is hoped that,
through the use of these helicopters, geological work in the Sentinel Mountains can be
completed this season.

LARGE ANTARCTIC FISH
KEPT ALIVE 10 DAYS
Stanford University scientists at McMurdo
Station kept alive for 10 days a large fish which
they took from the mouth of a seal which had
caught it in McMurdo Sound.
The fish, the first living Antarctic fish of its
size or species to be studied, was 51 inches long
and weighed 47 pounds. It was dark gray in color
with wide, light gray vertical stripes that disappeared when it was irritated (a characteristic
found in other species) and it had large, bulging
eyes.
It has tentatively been identified as a Dissostichus mawsoni, which is found only in the Antarctic and which has no common name. According to scientists at McMurdo, few specimens
have ever been caught, and none have been kept
alive long enough to study.

_;rl

Two y e a r s ago at McMurdo, another fish
was taken from a seal, but it lived only a few
hours. Zoologists at McMurdo have since tried,
unsuccessfully, to catch one by trap and net for
their research on the ability of Antarctic fish to
thrive in water permanently at freezing temperature.

U. S. Army UH- lB Iroquois Helicopter.

This is the third year that Army helicopters
have participated in Operation DEEP FREEZE.
Last year, three Iroquois became the first helicopters to land at the South Pole. * They took
off from Mount Weaver in the Queen Maud Range
and flew 200 miles to the South Pole.

The fish, unhurt except for a bite on the end
of its tail, was grabbed by a group studying Weddell seal behavior and rushed to the biology laboratory. Fish specialists made physiological
tests during its captivity and performed postmortem examinations afterwards. They measured the rate of oxygen consumption by the fish
to determine how fast it utilizes energy, took its

The detachment will spend the remainder of
the austral summer in Antarctica and depart for
the United States in February.
*See Bulletin, March 1963, pages 6-7.
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end of November, 130 Weddell seals were
"tagged. IT Some of the other investigations accomplished by the scientists during November
include collecting milk and urine samples from
nursing females, recording body temperatures of
mothers and their pups and recording heart rates
immediately after the seals have been diving and
again while they are resting.

temperature, and tested the freezing point, salt
concentration, and dissolved gas content of blood
samples.
After the fish died, the investigators extracted
enzymes from its liver to find out how they regulate chemical processes involved in cold adaptation, removed stomach contents to discover what
the fish eats, took bone and scale samples for
age determination, and removed the ovaries for
reproductive studies.

CAUSE OF DEATH OF WEDDELL
SEALS DETERMINED

Stanford University is conducting long-term
basic research on physiology of Antarctic fish,
as part of the United States Antarctic Research
Program.* Dr. Donald E. Wohlschlag is the
principal investigator of the project and his
five field investigators were present when the
fish was brought to the biology laboratory.

As reported previously in the Bulletin,
three of the six Weddell seals which were flown
to the United States for study by the New York
Zoological Society perished en route. *
It ha s n ow been determined that the two
adults perished of heat at Pago Pago, American
Samoa, and the 4-year-old female probably suffered from enteritis due to forced feeding. The
three surviving seals were doing very well at
last report.

*See Bulletin, September 1963, pages 12-21.
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA SCIENTISTS
STUDY WEDDELL SEALS

*See Bulletin, December 1963, page 5.
ANTARCTIC AND ARCTIC RESEARCH
EXPECTED TO REVEAL HOW DDT HAS
INVADED THE WATERS OF THE WORLD
In giving the Bronf man Lecture to the annual
meeting of the American Public Health Association in Kansas City, Missouri, on 14November 1963, Dr. Luther L. Terry, Surgeon General of the United States Public Health Service,
said that the insect-killer DDT has 'invaded the
water environment of the world. " DDT tends
to accumulate in fatty tissue and has been found
in surprisingly large amounts in the fats and
oils of deep sea fish.

Weddell Seals Near McMurdo Station.

"We do not know," Dr. Terry said, "whether
DDT has been carried by air currents or whether it has entered the water cycle through the
movement of plant or animal life.

The Weddell seal lives closer to the South
Pole than any other mammal and is best adapted
to polar conditions. It has been known to dive
to a depth of more than 1, 000 feet and then
surface without suffering the "bends. " The
physio]ogical mechanisms it possesses for coping
with cold and pressure are being studied this
austral summer by personnel from the University of Arizona.

He told of Public Health Service plans to analyze water obtained from the glacial ice of both
the Arctic and Antarctic in an effort to find answers. Layering of the polar ice makes it possible to determine the year in which the ice was
deposited. It was not until the mid-nineteen forties that DDT came into general use. The Public
Health Service plans to extend its ice study back
to before this period.

In an effort to study individual seals, the investigators have been "tagging' some. As of the
18
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CREVASSES ARE WHERE YOU FIND THEM
PART III: TRAVEL IN CREVASSED AREAS
CWO George W. Fowler, USA
"As a matter of fact, crevasses were not expected—on reaching the spot where Mertz had
signalled, and seeing no sign of any irregularity, I jumped on the sledge. Glancing at the
ground a moment after, I noticed a faint indication of a crevasse. It was one of many hundred
similar ones we had crossed and had no specially dangerous appearance, but still I turned
quickly round, called a warning word to Ninnis and then dismissed it from my thoughts.
"When I next looked back, it was in response to the anxious gaze of Mertz. . . behind me,
nothing met the eye but my own sledge tracks running back in the distance. I hastened back
along the trail thinking that a rise in the ground obscured the view. There was no such good
luck however, for I came to a gaping hole in the surface about eleven feet wide. The lid of a
crevasse had broken in; two sledge tracks led up to it on the far side but only one continued on
the other side. (Home of the Blizzard, Vol. I, Sir Douglas IVlawson.)
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Crevassed area in vicinity of mile 184 from Little America V Station.
The loss of Mawson's companion, Lieutenant B. E. S. Ninnis, underlines the unpredictable treacherousness of a polar trail. In 1951
when the United States Army, for a variety of
reasons, undertook the regular movement of
men and equipment over the Greenland Icecap,
the need to develop safer and more dependable
techniques became obvious. Cost, nature of the
weather, and the limitations of landing and other
operating facilities in the region, made it advisable not to be dependent on air transportation for
supply of the various bases and outposts. The
U. S. Army Transportation Corps informally
agreed to provide over-the-surface transportation, and began making plans early in 1952 to
haul 500 tons of material to Nord, a newly established weather station in northeastern Greenland, that summer.
There was no history of any previous attempts
to ascend the icecap with heavy equipment. Vague
reports indicated that a few successful short
trips on the icecap had been made with Weasels,
light-tracked reconnaissance vehicles, but not
whether these had negotiated the entire marginal area nor what routes had been used.

The first two attempts to ascend the icecap
were short-lived ventures. Equipment design,
crevasses, and lack of trail technique were the
contributing factors that defeated these missions.
To attain the desired transportation capabilities,
much in the way of research and development was
necessary.
Fromthefall of 1952 through the operational
season of 1955, a concentrated program of
equipment appraisal, trafficability, and development of operational techniques was carried
out. By 1956, doctrine development, equipment
modification, and trail- operation refinement had
progressed to a point where mobility in polar regions was assured. The effort expended in development of polar travel augered well for future
activities as attention was directed to the Antarctic and the International Geophysical Year.
In order to construct and maintain Byrd Station
at latitude 80 0 South and longitude 120 0 West a
reliable means of surface transportation for construction materials and for resupplying provisions to personnel operating the station was
necessary.

Blasting a crevasse under Barrier Road.

I

183. 5-183.9. Halted movement, reversed
heading and established base camp at mile
183. 5—at the south edge of crevasse belt in
conformity with air reconnaissance data obtained on 14 November 1956—helicopter reconnaissance on various courses searching
for a point of penetration and a gateway to the
plateau. Information [aerial photography] indicated that due to the nature and close proximity of individual fissure patterns, a right
angle, safe-passage approach could not be
established. Further helicopter reconnaissance revealed a possible gateway with a narrow lane leading through the belt parallel to
the crevasse systems. Estimate width of
the belt, 6 to 7 statute miles; maximum width
of lane and gateway, 30 to 50 feet; size of
adjacent crevasses, 5 to 100 feet wide, 100
feet to 1 mile long. Marked location of gateway with barrel markers."
The problem was apparent. Were the tools
adequate? Could known techniques meet the
challenge?
The log continues, 20 November 1956:
"Light vehicle party away, probing and
marking 1 statute mile of trail from base
camp through crevasse belt towards plateau.
Helicopter party marking trail from barrel
reference marker towards base camp using
barrel marker and light vehicle trail party
as reference points. Altitude for spotting
crevasses, 200to300feet; air speed, 45 knots;
sun at right angles to crevasse system. Effective trail and crevasse marking procedures
were established by using aircraft's shadow
to pinpoint desired spot to be marked."

The proposed route of over 600 miles passed
through many crevassed areas. The principal
obstacle along the route was 7-1/2 miles of multiple-crevasse patterns (determined by aerial
photography) where the Rockefeller Plateau
dropped into the Ross Ice Shelf. The Army's
Greenland experts were directed to pioneer the
trail. The success of the traverse is now a
matter of history. The efficient planning and
competent performance of the Army-Navy team
wrote new chapters in polar travel through
crevassed areas. Due to the complexity of the
multi-layer crevasse system (now known as
Fashion Lane) it would be well to study the methods employed and the new techniques developed.

21 November 1956:
"Light-vehicle reconnaissance on various
northerly courses as previously, and [now]
augmented by ski parties. Helicopter marking possible trail as previously."

Log entry, Byrd Station Reconnaissance Party,
19 November 1956:

Basically the techniques employed were the
same as those used on the Greenland Icecap,
with one exception; the use of a helicopter to
detect crevasses and mark a probable safe pas-

"Continued movement to mile 184—heavy
swing element broke through fissures running at right angle to the course between mile
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Interior view of a crevasse where Ross
Ice Shell meets Rockefeller Plateau,

sage. Thus the essential ingredients for safe detection of crevasses by well-coordinated airsurface reconnaissance were established. Wellorganized teamwork completed the pattern.
22 November 1956:
'Crevasse detector and Sno-cat party away
on reconnaissance into crevasse area—along
path previously marked by surface and helicopter paitieetecting and marking fissures
followed by demolition and dozing teams using
one Weasel and one LGP JJ-8 tractor with
blade, probing, blasting, dozing, levelling,
marking and testing trail with remote-controlled D-8 tractor.
The method of detection of hidden fissures
was time-tested, but the Fashion Land project
called for an entirely new approach for negotiating crevassed areas. With only a few feet to
spare for heavy-equipment movement and snowborrowing, the technique of right-angle crossing
was regarded as impractical. The position of
"Don't fight them, join them" was adopted, and
fissures were blasted, filled in, and negotiated at
all angles. Crevasse demolition was divided into
two distinct operations; small fissures which
could not be entered, and large fissures which
could be entered.

sures, excepting that the crevasse was entered,
a survey was made of its characteristics and the
type of bottom was determined, if it proved to be
false, the principal objective was to destroy
the false bottom and collapse the snow bridge in
one operation. To accomplish this, multiple
block charges were inserted in both walls and
placed on the bottom at a distance of 8 to 10 feet
through the required length. When a solidbottom crevasse was encountered, charges were
concentrated to cause the total collapse of the
walls, snow bridge, and cornice.

Both types of crevasses were treated similarly
with only t he demolition, techniques differing.
After the demolition team, working behind the
crevasse detector, had thoroughly probed the
area, pinpointing and isolating the width and direction of the crevasse, it was prepared for
blasting. For small fissures a series of stick
and/or block charges were suspended 4 to 6 feet
from the surface. Between the suspended charges
supplementary charges were placed in 4-foot
boreholes approximately 2 feet from the edge
of the crack. If the blast did noL produce the
desired results—deep penetration and total collapse of snow bridge and fissure walls—the operation was repeated, with charges set in boreholes in the crater. This method invariably
identified the fissure as a small crack or a surface feature of a large crevasse.

All large fissures that impeded progress were
entered and inspections made of the interiors.
This eliminated speculation about direction,
thickness of bridge, amount of blasting necessary, and ability of the bridge to withstand vehicle traffic. The time spent for this operation
was time saved, as interior and surface blasting
could proceed intelligently. Entry was m ad e
by rappelling, using crampons and ice axes. Exit
was made by climbingup slopes, when possible,
or being pulled out by a surface team. Hazardous
cornices and ledges inside the crevasse, in-

For large fissures, the probing and opening
techniques were similar to those for small fis22

Trench (in foreground) leading into crevasse is
type used for rescue operations in an undercut crevasse such as this one.
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multi-systems were filled to the extent deemed
necessary for safe heavy-equipment operation.
As evidence of the sound principles of operation, the efficient use of modern techniques, and
the application of well-coordinated air-ground reconnaissance, the Army Navy drive could, with
only minor maintenance, be used today.

ability to communicate without establishing elaborate phone systems, and danger of adjacent
crevasses, precluded the use of vehicles. One
other means of exit was employed— a spelunking
ladder in 30-foot sections weighing 15 pounds
each, consisting of cable-supported 3/8-inch diameter, 6-inch wide rungs, developed for, and
most commonly used in cave exploration. Safety
and rope-handling procedures as well as the use
of special equipment were the same used f or
mountain operations.

"Don't fight them, avoid them, "was the byword for later heavy-equipment expeditions; one
from Byrd Station to the South Pole, the other
from Byrd Station to Eights Station, located near
the base of the Palmer Peninsula. This method
was time- saving and deemed advisable since the
traverse was considered a "one-shot" mission
to deliver heavy equipment and supplies to the
inland stations for a planned program of construction. There were no new developments in
trail procedure. Excellent long-range aerial
reconnaissance and support enabled the navigator to follow a predetermined course that circumvented all disturbed-ice areas.

Crevasse-filling techniques in the Arctic are
rather simple operations. Because of the rightangle-crossing method, snow can be borrowed
from the surrounding area and dozed to make
a safe passage. On the Fashion Lane project,
only one dozing technique could be applied. Before the operation could commence, it was necessary to 'trim and scale" the crater, because
snow-borrowing was limited to one narrow lane
(width of the trail).

The present state of heavy-equipment trail
operation is dependent on the correct interpretation of all available data and general experience
in crevasse and terrain work. This can only be
effective when accompanied by a thorough knowledge of crevasses and their causative factors.
The calculated risks taken by exploratory parties
do not justify similar procedures for modern-day
heavy-transportation operations.

To "trim and scale, " a series of multiple
charges were inserted and set off in the crater
walls, commencing at least 30feetfromthe surface. This method, it was found, would partially
fill a large chasm and insure a safe operating
space for the dozing operations.
Under normal conditions, the tractor would
commence blading at a distance of 50 to 100
yards from the blasted crevasse, pushing snow
forward to a safe distance from the edge. This
would be repeated until a snow pile was formed
that would gradually flow over the edge, partially
filling the crater and allowing a crossing to the
opposite side where the operation was repeated.
By this method, all cracks and small crevasses
were completely dozed-in and leveled. The large

Editor's Note: This article is Part III of a
series on crevasses prepared by CWO George
W. Fowler, USA, who has participated in exploratory and scientific expeditions in both the
Arctic and Antarctic since 1955. In the next
article, which will conclude this series, CWO
Fowler will present rescue operations in crevassed areas.
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Chronology
16 Dec 63 - USS BURTON ISLAND en route to
Hallett Station.

11 Dec 63 - One USAF 0-133 departed United
States en route to Christchurch for
USAF personnel redeployment to
United States.

USS GLACIER completed breaking
ship channel to within 1,500 yards
of Hut Point, McMurdo Sound.

12 Dec 63 - Air Development Squadron SIX, Detachment Bravo, Christchurch, assumed search-and-rescue duties at
Christchurch, N. Z. at 2200 hours.
(See Bulletin, October 1963, pages
22 and 25.)

17 Dec 63 - USS BURTON ISLAND arrived at
Hallett Station.

13 Dec 63 - Two MATS C-l35 t s departed United
States en route to Christchurch for
USAF personnel redeployment to
United States.

Francis Cardinal Spellman, Archbishop of New York and Military
Vicar of United States Armed Forces, departed New York on first
leg of Christmas trip to Antarctica. (See article on page 8.)

15 Dec 63 - USNSELTANINinVa1pari5O, Chile.
(See Bulletin,fanuary 1964, page
9.)

USCGC EAST WIND arrived at Panama Canal Zone en route to Antarctica.
Final USAF C-130E aircraft departed Christchurch en route to the
Uiited States, completing 608th P11N
mission. (See article on page 10.)

TJSS HISSEM on Ocean Station.
USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE departed
McMurdo en route to Port Lyttelton, N. Z.

18 Dec 63 - H M N Z S ENDEAVOUR completed
discharging cargo at McMurdo.

TJSCGC EASTWIND en route from
United States to Antarctica to carry
out inspections under provisions of
Antarctic Treaty. (See Bulletin,
December 1963, page 6.)

19 Dec 63 - USS HISSEM departed Ocean Station
en route to Dunedin, N. Z.
USS GLACIER completed breaking
ship channel.

USNS PVT. JOHN R. TOWLE en
route to McMurdo Sound from Port
Lyttelton.

20 Dec 63 - USS BURTON ISLAND completed offloading supplies and fuel at Hallett
Station and departed for McMurdo.

TJSS ATKA indrydock in Wellington,
New Zealand, for repairs. (See
Bulletin, January 1964, page 4.)

USNS PVT. JOHN R. TOWLE arrived at McMurdo Sound.

EMNZS ENDEAVOUR arrived in
McMurdo Sound.

U SS HISSEM on auxiliary Ocean
Station at 57035t5, 164030'E.

16 Dec 63 - C-1211 departed United States for
New Zealand after undergoing engine maintenance. RADM Floyd
Dreith, Chief of Navy Chaplains,
aboard. (See article on page 8.)

21 Dec 63 - USCGC EASTWIND departed Panama Canal Zone en route to Valpariso.
USS GLACIER breaking fast i c e
off Cape Barnes.

USNS PVT. JOSEPH F. MERRELL
departed Port Hueneme, California,
at 0300 hours en route to Port Lyttelton.

22 Dec 63 - USS HISS E M departed auxiliary
Ocean Station for Dunedin, N. Z.
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22 Dec 63 - RAD3Reedy, accompanied byRADM
Dreith and Francis Cardinal Spellman, departed Christchurch and
arrived at McMurdo Station.

28 Dec 63 - United Kingdom Observer, LCDR.
Erskine, and Australian Observer,
Mr. Brown, inspected AmundsenScott South Fble Station under terms
of Antarctic Treaty. (See Bulletin
January 1964, page 6.)

USNS PVT. JOHN R. TOWLE escorted to mooring site in McMurdo
Sound.

29 Dec 63 - USS ATKA repairs completed in
drydock at Wellington, N. Z. Departed Wellington for Port Lyttelton. (See Bulletin, January 1964,
page 4.)

ffMNZS ENDEAVOUR departed
McMurdo Sound.
23 Dec 63 - USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE arrived
in Port Lyttelton from McMurdo.

USS HISSEM departed Dunedin en
route to Ocean Station.

USNS PVT. JOHNR. TOWLE commenced discharging cargo at McMurdo,

30 Dec 63 - USCGC EASTWIND arrived in Valpariso, Chile.

24 Dec 63 - USS HISSEM arrived in Dunedin.

USS ATKA arrived in Port Lyttelton from Wellington.

Rear Admiral James R. Reedy, accompanied by Rear Admiral Floyd
Dreith and Francis Cardinal Spellman, visited Amundsen- Scott South
Pole Station for observance of midnight Christmas services. (S e e
article on page 10.)

USNS PVT. JOHN R. TOWLE departed McMurdo en route to Port
Lyttelton.
31 Dec 63 - USS ATKA departed Port Lyttelton
for McMurdo.

25 Dec 63 - RADIVIReedy, accompanied byRADIVI
Dreith, and Francis Cardinal Spellman, returned to McMurdo for
Christmas Day services.

USS BURTON ISLAND completed
discharging McMurdo c a r go and
loading Hallett cargo.
1 Jan 64 - Navy beat USARP 14 to 0 in annual
Ice Bowl game at Byrd Station.

USS BURTON ISLAND commenced
breaking large ice floes to north to
enable channel to clear.

2 Jan 64 - USS HISSEM arrived on Ocean Station from New Zealand.

26 Dec 63 - RADIVIReedy, accompanied byRADM
Dreith and Francis Cardinal Spellman, visited Byrd Station for observance of Christmas services.
(This was 25 Dec 63, Byrd Station
time.)

USNS PVT. JOSEPH F. MERRELL
arrived in Port Lyttelton.
3 Jan 64 - USCGC EASTWIND departed Valpariso en route to Punta Arenas.

USNS WYANDOT reported to command of Commander, Task Force
43, for Antarctic duty.

USS BURTON ISLAND departed
McMurdo to rendezvous with USNS
CHATTAHOOCHEE in the vicinity
of Beaufort Island.

27 Dec 63 - RADM Reedy, accompanied byRADM
Dreith and Francis Cardinal Spellman, returned to Christchurch
from McMurdo Station,

4 Jan 64 IJSNS CHATTAHOOCHEE arrived at
Hut Point, McMurdo Sound, and
commenced discharging cargo.

28 Dec 63 - USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE departed
Port Lyttelton en route to McMurdo
Sound.

USNS WYANDOT departed Davisvile, R. I., en route to Panama
Canal Zone.
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5 Jan 64 - TJSNS PVT. JOHN R. 'IOWLE arrived
in Port Lyttelton from McMurdo
Sound. Antarctic duty completed
and operational command trans .
-ferdtoCOMSTPAC.Estimaed
time of departure from New Zealand,
7 January. (Final report.)

10 Jan 64 - United States Observers over-flew
Dumont d 1Urville Station for purpose of inspection of the station
under terms of the Antaittic Treaty.

USNS CHATTAHJOCHEE completed
dischaiing fuel to McMurdoStation.

11 Jan 64 - USS HISSEM departed Ocean Station
en route to Antarctic Circle.

USS GLACIER commenced refueling
from USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE.

USCGC EAST WIND departed 556 04
70.45'W, en route to Anvers Island,
Palmer Peninsula.

USCGC EASTWIND departed Punta
Arenas for Antarctica.

6 Jan 64 - LJSNSCHATTAH000HEE completed
discharging cargo and departed
McMurdo for Port Lyttelton.

USNS WYANDOT departed Panama
Canal Zone en route to Port Lyttelton.

TJSS AT KA arrived in McMurdo
Sound and commenced widening
channel.

USS ATKA completed sounding survey of Tent Island.
12 Jan 64 - One LC-130F flight to Vostok Station from McMurdo Station and
return. Delivered technicians for
forward-scatter program.

7 Jan 64 - RADM Reedy arrived at McMurdo
from Christchurch.
USS BURTON ISLAND arrived at
Hallett Station, completed discharging cargo and passengers, and departed for Wellington.

13 Jan 64 - United States Observers inspected
Vostok Station, under terms of
Antarctic Treaty.

United States Observers, as provided by the Antarctic Treaty,
arrived at McMurdo Station from
Christchurch.

LC-130F flight departed McMurdo
Station and arrived at Vostok Station.
USCGC EAST WIND arrived and anchored at Arthur Harbor, Anvers
Island.

8 Jan 64 - USCGC EAST WIND arrived in Punta
Arenas.

USNS CHATTABOOCFIEE arrived at
Port Lyttelton from McMurdo.

USS ATKA commenced sounding
survey in vicinity of Tent and Inaccessible Islands.

14 ran 64 - USS HISSEIVI arrived on Ocean Station.

9 Tan 64 - LC-130F flight from McMurdo to
Mirnyy Station and return. RADIVI
Reedy and Dr. T. C. Jones aboard.
(See article on page 9.)

USS BURTON ISLAND arrived in
Wellington.

United States Observers inspected
Scott Base, under terms of the Antarctic Treaty.

USS ATKA completed sounding survey in vicinity of Winter Quarters
Bay.

USNS PVT. JOSEPH F. MERRELL
departed Port Lyttelton en route
to McMurdo Sound.

15 Jan 64 - USNS PVT. JOSEPH F.MERRELL
arrived in McMurdo Sound.
United States Observers inspected
Mirnyy Station, under terms of Antarctic Treaty.

10 Jan 64 - USNSWYANDOT arrived in Panama
Canal Zone.
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